The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
accepted. Sometimes when feeling has been aroused, the
deceased's relatives demand the death penalty and refuse
"diya." In such cases the offender's relations obtain the
intercession of some fiki who persuades the deceased's
people to accept blood money. The offender who then
escapes death is called " atig el fugara " (atig is used of
an animal recovering from a serious disease and becoming
immune ; " salted " is the English equivalent).
For the murderer fleeing from the wrath of the deceased's
relations there was sanctuary to be found in the house of
well-known fikis or of the sheikh of the tribe. Under no
circumstances would a host deliver Ms guest to the mercies
of the dead man's relations. He would refuse their
entrance to his house until " diya " had been agreed upon.
On other occasions, especially in accidents resulting
from petty brawls among friends, the deceased's people
forego the blood money, and reserve to themselves the
right of balancing the death of their relation against the
death of a man on the offender's side if this should in the
future occur. This is known as " firash."
66 Diya " is paid by the whole tribe and not by a par-
ticular family or section. Generally, however, the offen-
der's relations pay up to a quarter of the sum involved.
The " diya" when collected is distributed in three shares
among the deceased's tribe : half of the total sum is
handed to deceased's near relations, a quarter goes to
the head of the tribe, and the remaining quarter among
more distant of the deceased's relations and among the
tribal fikis.
Severe bodily injuries are compensated according to
circumstances. The sum paid for the loss of major limbs
or an eye extends to half the blood money, injuries to
minor limbs is on a similar comparative scale, but in
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